Dear Ladies and Gentleman!

In a time in which on the one hand the maxim of profit stands in the foreground and on the other hand the basic costs are rising more and more, it appears to be necessary that through cooperation between customer, contractor and the testing laboratory, optimal approaches for efficient workflows are searched and utilized for.

We are very pleased to inform you that we have now taken on this task. We see ourselves as your partner and as a link in the chain, to accompany the process from development up to certification of disinfectant products.

Process Monitoring • Test design • Certification of Disinfectants

What does this mean for you?

The testing scope is then reduced to the extent of the effect entirely to serve your interests optimally. Due to the many decades of experience of our experts, we are able to provide you with the best possible economical solution with concerns to the need for professional assistance. Through our cooperation with independent, according to EN ISO 17025 accredited testing laboratories, all test reports and expertise’s are accepted by official and notified bodies.

The journey is the reward!

I. Selection of the required tests

- We will point out to you the minimum requirements for testing’s to ensure the listing. Here for different possibilities depending on the aimed objective are to be addressed as e.g. Tests according to required European standards
- Tests according to VAH/DGHM, DVV, DVG, ÖGHMP: Tests from 2 accredited testing laboratories

Likewise we would also like to draw your attention to the possibility and need for testing on virucidal efficacy. If you product fulfills the requirements of testing according to the new guideline of the DVV (German Registered Association for Combating Viral Diseases) from 2012, you would have a close to practical needs and confirmed efficacy against HIV, hepatitis B- and C-virus and even against noro-viruses.

II. Test concept – processing and handling with the accredited testing laboratories

There are numerous ways to reduce the testing effort and the costs by gradual clarification of the efficacy and also by parallel processing of similar disinfectants.
Thus, for example, you can reduce costs by the fact that you do parallel ordering of several hand disinfection products and the data of the reference method is used for different test reports.

While we are offering our full support to you in this case and also in the optimization process of your product range we are always taking your economic necessities into our considerations.

III. Assistance in certification

For the submission for listing (e.g. VAH in Germany / ÖGHMP in Austria) certain countries require you to issue two different and independent test reports and expertises. The listings are the basis for selecting disinfectants for routine and prophylactic disinfection in hospitals and private practices by healthcare workers, as well as in public facilities and other areas where infections can be transmitted. We can take care for the entire process of formal submission through to the listing or the certificate extension.

Our special bonus for you!

Through our long-standing relationships with independent, accredited testing laboratories, we can offer you an economic advantage.

Take the chance and save now on our offer up to minus 15 percent on our services and up to minus 10 percent on test design

Do not waste time!

We will gladly create custom packages fit to your individual needs. Of course you can also always consult our experts at your disposal for further and more detailed information. Please also note our support for submission of listing for disinfectants at the Association for Applied Hygiene e. V. (VAH).

We look forward to working together with you in the near future.

Yours sincerely

Monika Feltgen and the team of
SynCen – Synergy Centrum for economic quality coordination GmbH